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Model Latina Los Angeles (Series 1)

13 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. On Call NYC

Hundreds of beautiful Latinas go to an open audition in New York to vie for the few selected spots
to travel to Hollywood and compete for the Model Latina crown.

2. On Call Miami

Hundreds of beautiful Latinas go to an open audition in Miami to vie for the few selected spots to
travel to Hollywood and compete for the Model Latina crown.

3. On Call LA

Hundreds of beautiful Latinas go to an open audition in Los Angeles to vie for the few selected
spots to compete for the Model Latina crown.

4. Ugly Beauty

The newly-arrived models are given their first assignment (after posing in swimwear), where they
will have to disguise and/or hide their outer beauty to find their inner beauty. The girls also move
into their lofts and meet the judges for the first time.

5. Jessy’s Girl

Renowned music video director Jessy Terrero chooses one of the nine remaining Latinas to be in
his new video. Another model is eliminated.

6. Frugal Fashionista

The models are given $50 in seed money and go to an LA swap meet where they will work in
teams to make each other over on a string shoe budget. The models will be judged on how well
they made over their partners. One model is eliminated.
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7. Booty Boutique

The girls get a workout from hip hop abs guru Shaun T before appearing in a photo shoot for
Paige Premium Denim print ad. The girls will have to have to select their best photo and come up
with a tagline that best sells the jeans and their selected photo. One model is eliminated.

8. Kitchen Goddess

While preparing an authentic Cuban meal with a chef, the models will be featured in candid
photographs that serve as advertisements for a restaurant. One model is eliminated.

9. Mi Gente

The models must write and star in a public service announcement supporting the Voto Latino
organization and encouraging young Latinos to vote. One model is eliminated.

10. Viva Latina

The models each create their own magazine layouts for Latina magazine. Angelique Cerrano from
Latina magazine chooses the layout that would best work for the magazine. One model is
eliminated, and only two remain.

11. A Model Recap

A recap of the journey of all the models from the season that includes never before seen footage
and outtakes.

12. Battle on the Catwalk

The top two models in the competition are given the task of overseeing and starring in their own
fashion show. They will have surprise help from some of the eliminated models from previous
episodes.

13. Curtain Call

After an elaborate fashion show put together by the final model Latinas in the competition, the
judges crown the very first Model Latina.


